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The reasons why safeguards authorities are from time to time looking for Commercial-Off-
The-Shelf (C.O.T.S.) equipment for safeguards purposes are for the following reasons:

OPERATIONAL STABILITY

Equipment that is designed from scratch to satisfy specific safeguards requirements is very
likely to go through a period of teething problems. If these problems are only discovered once
the equipment is deployed for routine use, this will be accompanied with large overhead costs
for the safeguards authorities to maintain and repair such equipment. The overhead costs are
much higher if unattended equipment is concerned that is permanently installed on-site. In
that case an extra mission has to be organised to return the faulty equipment to our
headquarters before it can be repaired.

Using C.O.T.S. equipment that is also used by others reduces the risk of teething problems.
At least the burden of going through such kind of problem period is shared with other
customers of the concerned equipment.

EQUIPMENT COST

It is clear that safeguards is not a big market on its own. The non-negligible cost of the
development of equipment that only fits safeguards requirements will therefore have to be
recovered on the expected sales. If the market is small, if the expected number of units that
can be sold is small, a large part of the unit cost will depend on the initial development costs.

Going for C.O.T.S. equipment that is also sold in other markets, would in that respect lower
the equipment cost.

THE PERSPECTIVE OF NEW FEATURES

At the moment, a few handfuls of companies develop specific safeguards equipment
worldwide. With all respect for their know-how and the products they make, it can be noted
that these companies are fairly small and most of them work only or to a large extent of their
business operations on contract with their national support programmes. Even if these
companies have necessary competence to produce new and better equipment with regular
intervals, the restricted size of the market does not allow them to do so as this would require
major financial and human resources.

C.O.T.S. equipment manufacturers, due to the size of the markets they are aiming at not only
can but also have to invest in regular new developments.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Due to the small size of companies that develop specific safeguards equipment, it is more
difficult to them to offer services that for an end user are considered as quite important. To
these services one can count after-sales-support, training, equipment repair, spare parts
warehousing, etc.

Often C.O.T.S. equipment manufacturers have to organise such services to be competitive on
the market and be able to sell their equipment.

That not any safeguards equipment can be obtained commercially off the shelf is clear, but in
certain domains like digital surveillance, the functionality of C.O.T.S. equipment has been
approaching the one needed for safeguards. That is why in 1998 the Euratom Safeguards
Office published an open call for tender for the purchase of a digital surveillance system that
is able to support up to 64 colour camera channels. In response to a successful bid for this call
for tender a contract for the delivery of 3 prototype systems and 6 pre-production systems was
concluded with the our company FAST media integration GmbH based in Friedrichshafen
Germany at the end of 1998. The prototype systems were delivered by mid 1999 and the pre-
production systems in the spring of 2000. These systems are being evaluated by Euratom at
the moment, both in our technical labs in Luxembourg as in-field on two different sites.

The reason why our company FAST could make an interesting offer to the Euratom
Safeguards Office was primarily because we had an existing commercial digital surveillance
system that already fulfilled most of the specified requirements. Those requirements that were
still missing could be easily implemented as the system is mainly software based and uses as
much as possible standard computing and communication equipment.

The following aspects will be further elaborated in the paper:

• The need to adapt the system to be compliant with ESO's user requirements.
• The hardware and the Alpha Kernel software.
• Recording modes (time-lapse, motion detection at the camera, digital input/outputs)
• The software for review (synchronise recorded images in time)
• The chip card (or smart card)
• The Inspector Interface (dedicated development, owned by Euratom)
• The modified AXIS box: JPEG images with authentication
• Standard computer networking technologies throughout the system
• Ready for remote monitoring (modem, ISDN, any TCP/IP based interconnection)
• Openness: the API to the Alpha Kernel
• The link with the past: analogue cameras and legacy cabling
• A glimpse at the future: MPEG2 in an intelligent way
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